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Acrysil Limited signs an agreement with Farah Ali Khan for brand
Sternhagen

Mumbai 16" January 2020:
Acrysil Limited is a leading Quartz Kitchen Sinks manufacturer has signed an agreement with Farah Ali Khana
well-known Jewellery Designer and Indian Gemologist for their brand Sternhagen.
Farah Ali Khan has been designing the jewellery for India’s top business families and famous Bollywood stars.
The Company will promote and market the collections designed under the brand “Farah Khan for

Sternhagen”.
Sternhagen is a well-known top-of-the-line brand from Germany. Sternhagen is attributed with creating the

concept of the first full bathroom suite. The range of Sternhagen Bathroom Suites was launched way back in
FY17. The aim was to produce luxury bathroom interiors, sanitaryware, highlighter tiles, and fittings, which

would cater to both domestic and international markets.
We feel extremely confident that the distribution and resource strength of Acrysil coupled with Farah Ali
Khan’s distinctive sense of aesthetics and style will make Sternhagen the most preferred brand in the premium

category of Bathroom Suites.
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About Acrysil Limited:

Acrysil Limited was incorporated in 1987 and is engaged in manufacturing of Granite based Kitchen Sinks, also
known as “Composite Quartz Sinks”. The company started its operations with help of technical collaboration
with “Schock & Co.” of Germany and one of the largest manufacturers of Quartz Sink in ASIA. The company has

a manufacturing plant at Bhavnagar, Gujarat and has a

total installed capacity of 500,000 sinks per annum.

Company is also into manufacturing of stainless-steel kitchen sinks with the core focus on Quadro Sinks and
dealing into a complete range of Kitchen Appliances under own Carysil Brand like varieties of Kitchen Chimneys,
Dishwasher,

Cook-tops,

Built in Ovens,

Wine

-Chillers etc. The Company

also offers Bathroom

solutions like

Premium Sanitary ware, Washbasins, Composite 3D Tiles to name a few under its Sternhagen Brand.

For further details please contact:
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Strategic Growth Advisors

Strategic Growth Advisors Pvt. Ltd.
CIN: U74140MH2010PTC204285
Mr. Neha Shroff/ Ms. Khushbu Shah

Mr. Anand Sharma — CFO
www.acrysilcorporateinfo.com

neha.shroff@sgapl.net/ khushbu.shah@sgapl.net
+91-22-6114 6603 / +91-22-6114 6607
www.sgapl.net

